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AT SCHEBLER,
we believe you deserve certainty— 
the certainty of performance that 
comes with providing the highest-
quality, longest-lasting equipment.  
We believe you deserve the certainty 
of fast and reliable turnaround, 
superior service, and support from  
a team with unequaled expertise. 

Schebler is the leader in prefabricated 
exhaust systems and engineered 
stacks, and it’s a position we have 
earned because of our long history  
of delivering certainty in everything 
we do, every time.



THE CERTAINTY OF PROVEN
Since Schebler was founded in 1895, we have fabricated  
high-quality, innovative products designed and built with  
expert craftsmanship. 
Schebler Chimney Systems manufactures custom, modular prefabricated stainless-steel 
chimneys, food service grease ducts, and in-line draft induction fans. Our facility spans more 
than 188,200 square feet and is situated along the Mississippi River in Bettendorf, Iowa.

At Schebler, we have long been known for providing certainty to our customers—the certainty  
of American manufacturing and the certainty of industry-leading customer service. 

Today, our commitment is even more apparent with our status as an employee-owned business. 
In 2022 we initiated an ESOP (Employee Stock Ownership Plan) so that everyone who worked at 
Schebler would have the certainty of ownership. Our ESOP also ensures our customers receive 
certainty of strong customer support from our highly motivated employee-owners. 

THE CERTAINTY OF PREFAB
Our customers agree: Prefabricated chimneys  
are more reliable and more affordable than  
field-fabricated options. 

By overseeing production at our U.S. factory, 
we ensure stronger-built, longer-lasting and 
more durable products. UL listed and completely 
customizable, our modular design means they  
can be installed quickly and efficiently. 

Field-fabricated solutions, on the other hand, 
involve welding on-site, which adds considerable 
time and on-site costs while also jeopardizing 
consistency. Schebler prefabricated products are  
a step up for quality and a step up for certainty.

THE ADVANTAGES OF  
PREFABRICATION

• Superior Quality Control

• Faster and More Efficient to Install

• Lower On-site Costs

• UL Listed

• Modular Design
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THE CERTAINTY OF  
SPECIALIZATION
We manufacture UL listed, prefabricated chimneys and engineered stacks for nearly 
any industry or application, but we have extensive knowledge in the following:

GENERATOR EXHAUST 
Cost-effective and safe, our generator exhaust 
systems reduce building cooling loads and 
temperatures, lowering costs and injury risk.

 UL 103   UL 2561 

SPECIAL GAS VENTING
Our venting systems meet all specific  
requirements while removing combustion gases  
from condensing boilers and water heaters. 

 UL 1738 

GREASE DUCTS
Our double-wall grease duct systems remove 
grease-laden vapor from commercial kitchen 

cooking areas and meet all required codes. 

   UL 1978   UL 2221 

BUILDING HEATING APPLIANCES 
Our complete line of UL listed products meets your 

specific building and appliance requirements. 

   UL 103   UL 2561 
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FyreGuard® 
Zero-clearance grease ducts

• Increases usable floor space 

• 2-hour fire rating, eliminating the need for a fire-rated chase

• Circular design reduces the risk of grease build-up

• UL 1978 and UL 2221 Classified 

• 4" of insulation standard; also available with  
3" of insulation upon request (FyreGuard® 3) 

SlimVent® 
The industry’s only obround-shaped grease duct 

• Similar benefits as FyreGuard 

• Minimal floor and overhead space needs: saves you 28%  
overhead clearance space compared to round designs

• UL 1978 and UL 2221 Classified 

THE CERTAINTY OF SELECTION
Our products are designed with unmatched dimensional accuracy, have unequaled 
product support limits, fast product lead times and come with excellent warranties.

Sequence Draft Control® 
Fully engineered venting systems

• Extensive draft calculations provided

• Modulating dampers with actuator located  
at each appliance outlet

• Maintains recommended positive pressure  
or negative draft condition at all times

• Prevents excess draft 

• Lowers energy consumption and increases boiler life 

• Maintains the desired outlet pressure

 

RapidLock®

A unique one-piece band with built-in hardware designed 
for joining chimney sections, reducing installation time 
and expense. RapidLock is available on all products 
except for the CPR series.  

Engineered Stacks
Our high-quality, free-standing engineered stacks are custom 
designed to fit your needs. Our design team’s consultative 
approach delivers comprehensive engineering services from 
start to finish, including design, sizing and load calculation. 
Our manufacturing experts tap into their remarkable 
experience to deliver the highest-quality product possible.

CPR Series 
Zero-leak products for exhaust applications

• Ideal for locations where zero leakage is critical, including 
medical facilities, occupied mixed-use buildings and data 
centers, as well as facilities with multiple generators

• Ensures a leak-free system under positive or negative pressure

• No additional sealant required

• Built to excel even in long runs, larger diameters and  
layouts that are routed through occupied spaces

• Provides maximum fire safety

eVent® Series 
Venting systems for high-efficiency appliances

• Guaranteed leak-free performance 

• Handles the temperature and corrosive condensate  
produced by high-efficiency appliances

• Exceptional corrosive resistance

• Lifetime warranty

• UL 1738 listed and labeled utilizing an  
AL29-4C or 316L stainless steel inner shell

P Series 
UL listed prefabricated chimney products

• Choose from the modular double wall prefabricated exhaust  
system and single wall stainless steel exhaust

• For use in a variety of industries and applications 

• Available with 1" – 4" of insulation or 1"  
of air space, depending on model



THE CERTAINTY OF  
CUSTOMIZATION
We know every project is unique and every requirement 
critical. That is why our engineering team takes a consultative 
approach when designing each system. We start with 
detailed system design submittal drawings done in 2D or 
3D. We carefully consider specific requirements and take 
precise measurements, such as pressure drop and outer shell 
temperature calculations. Only after every detail is accounted 
for do we move forward, delivering the best, most dependable 
solution for your specific needs and environment.

OUR QUALITY 
PROMISE
We are committed to exceeding customer 
expectations by providing high-quality 
products and services through a culture 
of empowerment, never-ending process 
improvement, innovation and ensuring 
tangible value to our customers.

OUR PRODUCTS ARE 
PURPOSE-BUILT FOR A WIDE 
RANGE OF INDUSTRIES

• Combined Heat & Power

• Data Centers

• Education

• Food & Beverage Processing

• Healthcare

• Hospitality

• Manufacturing

• Municipalities

• Real Estate/Construction

• Research & Testing Facilities

• Restaurant/Food Service



THE CERTAINTY OF BUILT RIGHT
At Schebler, each of our products is guaranteed  
to perform as promised, backed by the finest 
support in the industry. Our products are built  
with superior quality and upgraded features like  
our leak-free guarantee. In many cases, our 
products have limited lifetime warranties.

Our manufacturing team works tirelessly to provide 
the highest-quality products and ensure they meet our 
quality-controlled standards. Schebler is one of the only 
union manufacturers of complete systems, prefabricated 
chimneys, and engineered stacks. Each member of our 
employee-owned company is committed to helping our 
customers and partners succeed.

THE CERTAINTY OF STEADFAST SUPPORT
Developing and delivering the finest, built-to-last 
products isn’t enough; we also back them with 
expert engineering services and exceptional 
technical support. It starts with a no-nonsense 
approach to designing prefabricated systems, 
from checking and re-checking all required 
specifications. We then put in the resources 
necessary to ensure we meet and exceed 
customer expectations. 

Our customer-first approach continues through every 
stage of the process, not just from design to delivery 
but through post-installation. It’s why our warranties 
are unsurpassed. It’s why we provide installation guides 
and assistance to distributors and installers. It’s why we 
guarantee we’ll always make it right; we stand behind  
our products and our customers. 

After all, as an ESOP, each of us isn’t just an employee;  
we’re each an owner, committed to ensuring you can rely  
on the certainty of Schebler.

“THEY ARE THE BEST MANUFACTURER IN THE INDUSTRY. WHATEVER SHAPE, 
WHATEVER KIND OF OFFSETS AND CUSTOM PIECES, THEY CAN DO IT ALL.”

ROBERT SUMANIS | President, Jansons Associates

“EVEN THOUGH IT’S A PREFABRICATED PRODUCT, 
YOU’RE GETTING CUSTOM ATTENTION.”

TODD STRAUSBURG | Sales Engineer, United Energy Products, Inc.
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FIND YOUR LOCAL SCHEBLER 
CHIMNEY SYSTEMS DISTRIBUTOR

MADE IN AMERICA BY A TEAM OF 
DEDICATED EMPLOYEE-OWNERS

“ON BEHALF OF OUR EMPLOYEE-OWNERS,  
I WANT TO THANK YOU FOR YOUR INTEREST 

IN OUR SERVICES AND PRODUCTS. 
WE ARE CERTAIN YOU WILL FIND WHAT THOUSANDS OF CUSTOMERS HAVE 

FOUND: WE EXCEED CUSTOMER EXPECTATIONS BY PROVIDING HIGH-QUALITY 
PRODUCTS AND SERVICES THROUGH A CULTURE OF EMPOWERMENT, 

CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT AND INNOVATION. 

IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS OR NEED ASSISTANCE WITH ANY 
PROJECT, NO MATTER HOW SPECIALIZED IT MAY BE, PLEASE REACH 

OUT TO ONE OF OUR EXPERT TEAM MEMBERS TO HELP YOU.”

BRAD ZOGG | PRESIDENT, Schebler Chimney Systems

http://scheblerchimney.com

